replication was observed,nor was any virus
detected in bed bug feces. Also, by using an
artificial systemoffeeding bed bugs through
membranes, the authors could not demonstrate mechanical transmission ofHIV.
Perhaus the best candidate for transmission by bed bugs is hepatitis B virus
(HBV). Groups of bed bugs collected
from huts in northern Transvaal, South
Africa - an area with high human HBV
seropositivity - have tested positive for
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hepatitis surface antigen (HBsAG). Surface
antigen is a protein unique to that organism
and is used as a marker to identify the
organism's presence.
In addition, HBsAG has been shown to
persist in bed bugs for at least 7% weeks after
experimental feeding However, that same
study found no biological multiplication of
hepatitis B virus in bed bugs. Another study
suggested that bed bug feces might be considered a source of mechanical transmission of
hepatitis B infection under some circumstances. However, finding surface antigen
(the marker for HBV) in feces is no indication
ofviable virus. Whether or not HBVinfectivity survives the bed bug digestive process is
unknown. A transmission experiment with
chimpanzees (South African Medical Journal, 199 1: 79:320-322) helped resolve this
issue, although the sample size was small.
In that study, bed bugs were fed HBVinfected blood through a membrane. Ten to
13 days later, the bugs were sub-sampled,
assayed for infectivity and found to be infected (53 to 83 percent of the sample was
positive). Then, about 200 of the infected
bugs were fed on the three susceptible chim-
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oanzees. No infectionsor seroconversions
resulted. T o confirm infectivity of their
original blood inoculum, the researchers
then iniected the same three animals with
a porti& of blood used to infect the bed
bugs. HBV infections quickly followed in
all three chimpanzees.
~ O ~ c L U S I OWhether
N.
or not bed bugs

transmit human disease agents remains a
point of contention. Attorneys representing plaintiffs bitten by the bugs in hotel
rooms often firmlystate that the risk is real
and that their clients must be compensated. However, untilevidenceprovesothenvise, I think current data can be best
summarized like this: Even though bed
bugs have been found naturally infected
with many disease agents, they have never
been proven to transmit even one. $k
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